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Objective: To describe and understand the relationship between the tobacco and gambling industries in
connection to their collaborative efforts to prevent smoke-free casinos and gambling facilities and fight
smoke-free policies generally.
Methods: Analysis of tobacco industry documents available online (accessed between February and
December 2003).
Results: The tobacco industry has worked to convince the gambling industry to fight against smoke-free
environments. Representatives of the gambling industry with ties to the tobacco industry oppose smoke-free
workplaces by claiming that smoke-free environments hurt gambling revenue and by promoting ventilation
as a solution to secondhand smoke. With help from the tobacco industry, the gambling industry has
become a force at the American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers
opposing smoke-free ventilation standards for the hospitality industry.
Conclusion: Tobacco industry strategies to mobilise the gambling industry to oppose smoke-free
environments are consistent with past strategies to co-opt the hospitality industry and with strategies to
influence policy from behind the scenes. Tobacco control advocates need to be aware of the connections
between the tobacco and gambling industries in relation to smoke-free environments and work to expose
them to the public and to policy makers.

T

he tobacco industry vigorously opposes smoke-free
environments1–3 worldwide4–6 because they undermine
the social acceptability of smoking and reduce cigarette
consumption.7 Because of its low public credibility, the
tobacco industry works through front groups and third party
allies to fight tobacco control measures at all levels. For
example, at the local level, the tobacco industry has used
public relations firms to organise ‘‘smokers’ rights groups’’.2 3
At the international level, the tobacco industry has used its
lawyers to secretly orchestrate scientific consultants to
influence public and policymaker opinions on secondhand
smoke.5 6 At all levels, the tobacco industry has organised or
even created third party allies in the hospitality industry4 8 to
oppose smoke-free environments and has worked through
consultants to present ventilation or air cleaning as a viable
alternative to smoke-free environments, particularly for the
hospitality industry.9 10 While continuing efforts to use the
hospitality industry4 8 to oppose smoke-free policies4 8 during
the mid to late 1990s, the tobacco industry successfully
mobilised the casino segment of the gambling industry to
oppose smoke-free policies and promote ventilation as an
alternative to smoke-free areas. In 1999, the US gambling
industry was a $54 billion dollar industry (gross revenue
reported by operators before salaries, taxes, and expenses).11
The proliferation of legalised gambling, which includes the
spread of casinos and other non-traditional gambling
facilities licensed to operate video gambling machines, both
in the USA and internationally, has made the use of the
gambling industry a new and effective channel for the
tobacco industry to oppose smoke-free policies from behind
the scenes.

followed by searches of key individuals and organisations
identified in the initial searches. Key individuals were mostly
tobacco industry executives, consultants, or leaders of third
party allies. For example, once Mayada Logue of Philip
Morris (PM) had been identified as a key person responsible
for working with casino interests, searches for ‘‘Logue, M’’ or
‘‘’Logue’’ and ’’gaming’’’ were conducted and documents
analysed. Key organisations identified, such as the American
Gaming Association (AGA), were also searched and analysed.
We also searched adjacent Bates numbers for important
documents to find related materials that may not have been
well indexed.
In addition, we searched and analysed minutes and
summaries of key state legislative hearings identified from
initial searches. Newspaper databases available through
Academic Universe and www.tobacco.org were conducted
primarily at the beginning of the search process in order to
determine where the indoor air quality debate included
gambling facilities.

METHODS

Abbreviations: AGA, American Gaming Association; AHA, Australian
Hotels Association; ASHRAE, American Society of Heating Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Engineers; HCIAQ, Hospitality Coalition on Indoor
Air Quality; HVAC, heating, ventilation and air conditioning; IAQ,
indoor air quality; OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration; PM, Philip Morris; RJR, RJ Reynolds

We analysed approximately 1000 internal tobacco industry
documents available online using standard techniques12 from
February 2003 through December 2003. Initial searches were
conducted using the keywords ‘‘gaming’’ and ‘‘casino’’,
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RESULTS
Early connections
Formal connections between the tobacco and gambling
industries started as early as 1993 in Western Australia
(table 1). A ‘‘privileged and confidential’’ five year plan of the
Philip Morris (PM) legal department for 1994–1998 indicates
that in 1993 the department ‘‘Assisted in the defense of
Burswood Casinos in Australia against a claim by the state of
Western Australia that employees were exposed to unsafe
amounts of ETS [environmental tobacco smoke]’’.13 Dr Julian
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Date

1973–2003

1994–2001
1994–2001

1994

1999

1994–2001

1996–2001

1997–1998
1997
1998

1993

2001

1996–2003

1997–2003

1994–1997

3

3
3

3

Testified at OSHA

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Active at ASHRAE

3

3

3

Member of HCIAQ
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AGA, American Gaming Association; ASHRAE, American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers; HCIAQ, Hospitality Coalition on Indoor Air Quality; OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Administration; PM,
Philip Morris; RJR, RJ Reynolds.

Therdore Sterling and
Associates9 10 52 53 57 74 111

Nevada Northern Gaming
Industry Association109
104–107 110
Nevada Resort Association
Ren-Sparks Chamber
of Commerce20 104

Montana Tavern Association105–108

Las Vegas Chamber of
20 104
Commerce
McMullen Strategic Group99–103

Australian Hotels Association93
(Tasmania)
Burswood Casino13 16 (Western
Australia)
65
Floyd and Associates
Hotel Association of Canada71
57 103
JBA Consulting Engineers

American Hotel and Motel
Association51 100–102

American Gaming Association

Tobacco industry affiliation
According to Mayada Logue, ‘‘AE Engineering understands our issues and agrees with and uses
the concepts of proper designs for smoking areas’’. Engineer Robert Finnegan is listed as PM contact
for a number of casinos participating in ventilation projects monitored by PM’s Accommodation Program
President Frank Fahrenkopf, former lobbyist for Tobacco Institute Washoe County (NV) has a
‘‘relationship’’ with Mayada Logue of PM worldwide regulatory affairs (WRA)
Received funding from PM’s Accommodation Program and RJR. Launched Partnership with the PM’s
Accommodation Program. Hosted PM’s Accommodation Program sponsored roundtable on Indoor
Air Quality. According to Robert Meyne of RJR, ‘‘hands-down the most supportive, dependable,
and deserving hospitality organization’’
Financed by tobacco industry to oppose smoke-free legislation through surveys, promotional videos,
and information packets for members of Parliament.
PM ‘‘assisted in the defence of casino against a claim by the state of Western Australia that
employees were exposed to unsafe amounts of ETS’’
Received payment from PM WRA for work with ‘‘Casino Association’’ regarding ASHRAE 62–89
Participated in tobacco industry’s Courtesy of Choice Program
Donald Koch (engineer), in a 1998 fax to PM, explained that in regards to casinos, ‘‘limited
smoking by customers is not an option’’. Suggested transferring air to kitchen
Publicly sponsored PM organised economic impact study in 1996 by Dr John Dobra. In 2001,
member of PM Field Action Team
Government/strategic affairs firm in Nevada hired by PM. Signed professional service agreement
with PM to ‘‘develop constituencies’’ in Nevada. Samuel McMullen was state coordinator of PM Field
Action Team, Nevada
Received continuous funding from RJR State Government Affairs. Conducted and publicised
study done by Roper Starch worldwide polling firm paid for by an unrestricted grant from PM.
Results showed that an overwhelming majority of bar and tavern owners in Montana felt that
OSHA’s rule would hurt business
Represented at OSHA hearings by Samuel McMullen (PM lobbyist) who testified without any evidence
to support his claims that smokers made up 70% of the customers of the casinos he represented
Lobbyist Harvey Whittemore is lobbyist for RJR. Member of PM Field Action Team, Nevada
President David Howard testified at OSHA that the proposed rule would be ‘‘devastating to
Nevada’s small business industry’’. Publicly sponsored PM organised economic impact report by
Dr John Dobra. Member of PM Field Action Team, Nevada
Longstanding ties to the tobacco industry. As of 2003, Elia Sterling (president) serving as technical
advisor to the AGA and represents gambling interests at ASHRAE. Working with AGA and ‘‘a
hospitality association for indoor air quality’’ to update his previous study examining the impact
of ventilation systems on air quality of modern casinos

AE Associates34 57 61 97–99

Gambling interests with ties to the tobacco industry

Organisation

Table 1
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N in Australia, the Australian Hospitality Association [sic;
probably referring to Australian Hotels Association] has
prepared a press statement and letter to all members
applauding the decision. A copy of their release will be
disseminated to allies in the international and US
hospitality associations along with a copy of the decision.
Efforts will be made to get this information out through
their channels with emphasis on those markets where
smoking restrictions are currently in place or under
consideration.
N discussions are underway to inform/involve casino and
entertainment facility operators and association in the
U.S.16
Formal connections between the tobacco and gambling
industries in the USA appear to date from 1994, when the
tobacco industry was mobilising opposition to the US
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
proposed rule that would have created smoke-free workplaces.17 18 Even though the tobacco industry recognised that
it had succeeded in holding back the rule at OSHA by 1998,19
the ongoing threat (until December 2001, when OSHA
withdrew it18) provided a context and motivation for the
tobacco industry to build an alliance with the gambling
industry and ventilation engineers specialising in casinos. As
in the hospitality industry,4 the tobacco industry worked to
promote claims of negative economic effects of smoke-free
environments on gambling revenue and ventilation as the
solution secondhand smoke in gambling facilities.
Procuring an economic study to mobilise the gambling
industry
PM worked to convince the gambling industry that OSHA’s
proposed rule would negatively affect them (and Nevada as a
whole) by arranging for an ‘‘economic impact report’’. The
report, ‘‘Economic impacts of the proposed OSHA smoking
ban on the state of Nevada’’20 by Professor John L Dobra of
the Natural Resources Institute at the University of NevadaReno, concluded that Nevada would lose 20 000 to 30 000
jobs, that overall economic activity would fall as much as
$2.15 billion, and that state and local government would lose
$95 million within one year of implementing OSHA’s
proposed workplace smoking regulation.20 The report was
publicly released by the Greater-Reno Sparks and Las Vegas
Chambers of Commerce in December 1996, who were
identified as the sponsors. There was no mention of PM.
In fact, PM conceived of and organised the study with the
goal of finding a third party sponsor to hide its involvement.21
By 18 July 1996, PM had reached an agreement with Dobra to
prepare the report; at the same time PM staff noted that
‘‘efforts are under way to identify an appropriate sponsor for
this survey’’.21 Two weeks later, on 1 August 1996 a PM OSHA
communications report recorded that the Reno-Sparks
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Chamber of Commerce had agreed to sponsor the study
and that work on the survey was already underway.22 In
addition, an internal PM email to the PM OSHA communications team noted that a PM economist ‘‘spent many
hours working with Dr. John Dobra in Nevada to make sure
that the economic study showing the impact of smoking
bans on the state’s gaming interests would be beyond
reproach’’.23
The report and the attendant publicity effort may have
been entirely funded by PM. On 7 January 1997, correspondence among executives within PM worldwide regulatory
affairs (WRA) indicated that they had received a letter from
Samuel McMullen, PM’s lobbyist in Nevada, requesting
$25 000 from PM made payable to McMullen Strategic
Group for the study. According to the correspondence,
McMullen wrote:

The Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce and the Greater
Reno-Sparks Chamber of Commerce have both been
active in opposition to the proposed [OSHA] workplace
ban and are interested to see if they are accurately
representing their members on this important issue. The
bulk of the funds will directed to a University of Nevada
Professor, who is conducting the study, with a smaller
amount set aside to be used to publicize the results.24
PM was directly involved in publicising the study at press
conferences in Las Vegas and Reno on 4 December 1996.25
The day before the press conferences were held, BursonMarsteller, PM’s public relations firm, faxed John Hoel
(director of federal tobacco issues for PM Management
Company) an executive summary of the report prepared by
the McMullen Strategic Group, together with drafts of
statements prepared for Brian Herr (chairman of the
Greater-Reno Sparks Chamber of Commerce), Walt Collins
and Tom Kapp (restaurant owners), and Dobra.26 Herr’s
remarks in Reno were identical, except for specifics relating
to Las Vegas or Reno, to Mark Smith’s (president and general
manager of the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce) remarks in
Las Vegas.25 Articles about the study and the claim that
Nevada would lose 50 000 jobs in five years appeared in
newspaper articles in Nevada and nationally.27–31
PM’s role was not apparent in any public aspect of this
report. In addition to failing to disclose PM’s role, the report
itself suffered from serious biases in the assumptions made in
the calculations, which led to high estimates of negative
affects among smokers and ignored the possibility that
business from non-smokers might increase following implementation of a smoke-free policy. These problems are typical
of industry funded ‘‘studies’’.32
Selling ventilation as the ‘‘solution’’ for casinos
The tobacco industry and its consultants promote ventilation
as the ‘‘solution’’ to secondhand smoke for the hospitality
industry.10 One of RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company’s (RJR)
central goals for 1996 was to ‘‘coordinate participation of RJR
staff and consultants in planning and conducting a seminar
to demonstrate how casino operators can effectively address
issues related to ETS without losing business’’.33
PM monitored ventilation projects for casinos (table 1).
In a 27 January 1997 email titled ‘‘Casino/Resort Gaming
Industry’’ to Elizabeth Culley (of PM’s Accommodation
Program,4 which promotes ventilation as an alternative
to smoke-free policies), Mayada Logue (senior analyst
worldwide regulatory affairs) points out opportunities in
the context of PM’s comprehensive programme to promote
ventilation within the hospitality industry. She explains that:
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Lee, an Australian physician, testified that no diseases in
adults are caused by acute exposure to secondhand smoke.14
It is not clear whether PM or the Burswood Casino paid for
Lee’s testimony. (Lee would later play an important role for
the Tobacco Institute of Australia in their strategy to ‘‘set up
an Independent Working group’’ to delay and discredit the
1997 Australian National Health and Medical Research
Council report on passive smoking.15) The court dismissed
the claims against the casino. PM saw the court’s decision as
an important victory.16
Inter-office correspondence circulated to senior management at PM regarding the Burswood decision outlines the
steps taken to publicise the Burswood Casino victory in
Australia and worldwide:
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prepared to offer any assistance we can to you, your board,
and members.’’38
PM also sought a more formal connection with the
gambling industry. In 1997, a PM draft budget increased its
1998 ‘‘special projects’’ budget from $5.1 million to $8.9
million to finance a ‘‘greater focus on Hospitality & IAQ
Programs’’.39 PM’s manager of public affairs emailed
Elizabeth Culley (Accommodation Program), John Hoel
(director of federal tobacco issues, Washington Relations
Office), and other PM executives in November 1997 reporting:

PM also worked with the gambling industry on media and
public relations programmes to promote ventilation for
casinos. A 1998 PM Media Relations Program outlines tactics
used by the Media Relations Program, including trade and
mainstream media campaigns, designed to increase awareness of both the supply and demand for ventilation (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning, HVAC) systems in casinos.35
To reinforce the success of ventilation equipment to the
‘‘HVAC/ventilation community’’, PM planned to promote
stories to trade publications on ‘‘new innovative uses of
ventilation technology by the casino industry both at the
table and in the ceiling’’.35 Likewise, to increase demand for
HVAC systems among casino operators, PM planned to
promote stories that ‘‘highlight and reinforce with a gaming/
casino publication new construction craze in Vegas, highlighting the role of HVAC in all new casino and hotel
construction’’.35 PM sought to position HVAC as a prerequisite for all successful casinos and with the news hook of new
construction in Las Vegas presented the tobacco industry
with a new opportunity to showcase their public relations
campaign of ‘‘exposure and awareness of reasonable
options.’’35

Despite these efforts, progress was slow for the tobacco
industry. A February 1998 PM analysis of the gambling
industry and the Accommodation Program recognised that
the gambling industry did not share the tobacco industry’s
concerns about smoke-free regulations:

Recruiting the American Gaming Association to lobby
against smoke-free environments
At the same time that PM was arranging for the Nevada
economic study, RJR was pursuing a systematic partnership
with the American Gaming Association (AGA), the gambling
industry’s main lobbying group. There were already longstanding informal ties, since before becoming the chief
executive officer of the AGA in 1995, Frank Fahrenkopf had
been a Tobacco Institute lobbyist in Nevada in 197536 and a
keynote speaker at Tobacco Institute meetings in 1984.37 In
March 1996, RJR senior director of public affairs Robert
Meyne wrote to Fahrenkopf to recruit the AGA to oppose
OSHA’s proposed regulation. Meyne wrote, ‘‘R.J. Reynolds
and the American Gaming Association have a common
interest in this issue. Our [RJR] position is that smoking
policies in a casino, or any other business, should be
developed by its owners and managers…. R. J. Reynolds is

[W]e are going to capitalize on the Gaming/Hotel-Motel
convention in Las Vegas to try to gain support from as
many in this industry sector as we can for the resolution
[Global Tobacco Settlement]40… Additionally, we will
inventory our relationships with the Gaming [big]-wigs
and see what meetings we can set up. Apparently, RJR has
a relationship with Fahrenkopf from the American Gaming
Association. John {Hoel}, please advise if you find an
internal relationship, otherwise, [we] can reach out to RJR
to see if we can set up a Fahrenkopf/Carlton [Phil Carlton,
former North Carolina Supreme Court Justice and a
negotiator for the tobacco industry during the tobacco
settlement] meeting. [We] will also be looking to see what
other connections we have in the [gambling] industry.41

Efforts by the gaming industry, as a whole, to counter
imposed indoor air quality standards have not been
strong. Those that have been vocal included Wayne Mehl
of the Nevada Resorts Association and Vann Heffner, also
of Nevada. Research indicates that at present, the gaming
industry does not feel threatened by the OSHA regulations. The AGA [American Gaming Association] has not
formally addressed the issue and has not yet developed a
division or department to create and industry position.42
Initial steps in developing an [gambling] industry-wide
accommodation policy would assist in pre-empting any
imposed regulatory pressures. However, without a developed industry position and a strong coalition of operators
and ally groups, the [gambling] industry could very well
face a costly, drawn-out contest with both the anti-smoking
and anti-gaming lobbies.42[emphasis added]
Even though PM’s initial progress at developing a
gambling industry position on indoor air quality was slow,
they would successfully recruit the gambling industry to
press the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) to support the tobacco
industry’s position that ventilation could produce ‘‘acceptable’’ indoor air despite smoking. A PM inter-office memorandum dated 27 April 1999 from Deane Gross (PM group
manager, event marketing) to PM’s Hospitality Programs
manager and Culley summarises ‘‘PM’s involvement with the
casino industry’’43 and explains that PM WRA hired a
consultant, Susan Floyd, in 1997 and 199843 to work with
Mayada Logue to mobilise the gambling industry:
[Floyd] worked very closely with Mayada Logue, focusing
on ASHRAE and OSHA. She [Floyd] speaks very highly of
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PM has a working relationship with AE Engineering, one
of the largest design firms doing work in the Casino/
Resort Area. This firm provided the HVAC [heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning] engineering for the Luxor
and the MGM Grand [casinos], just to name the most
current jobs in Las Vegas. It also provided the engineering
expertise for the newly designed casino in Kansas City and
other ‘‘gaming boats’’ throughout the country. AE
Engineering understands our issues and agrees with and
uses the concepts of proper design for smoking areas.
Because of our mutual interests, the owner of AE recently
informed us that ITT Sheraton and Planet Hollywood have
joined together to build a new Casino in Las Vegas.
During the process of selecting an engineering firm, ITT/
Planet Hollywood representatives stated that IAQ [indoor
air quality] is an important issue to be addressed because
[actors] D[emi] Moore, Arnold Sch–[warzenegger] and
others, want to be able to enjoy their cigars. AE asked me
if PM would be interested in some involvement based on
his knowledge of my goals. The engineering job has
subsequently been awarded to AE. The project drawings
have begun and I am scheduled to meet with AE at the end
of the month to discuss possible opportunities for
ventilation design/equipment demonstration. Let me point
out that ITT Sheraton has announced its intention to open
casino/resorts worldwide.34 [emphasis added]
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Attended membership meetings
Organisation

September 1999
112
meeting

Air Conditioning Contractors of America
American Gaming Association
American Hotel and Motel Association
American Resort Development Association
Bowling Proprietors Association of America
Distinguished Restaurants of North America
Hotel Employees Restaurant Employees International Union
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
International Training Institute for the Sheetmetal
and Air Conditioning Industry
National Energy Management Institute
National Licensed Beverage Association
National Restaurant Association
Nevada Resort Association
Philip Morris USA
Sheet Metal Workers’ International Union
United Association of Plumbers and Pipefitters

Mayada and her dedication to spreading the word about
ASHRAE in the casino world. For example, the Director of
Public Affairs at Mirage Resorts (The Mirage, Treasure
Island, Bellagio in Las Vegas, plus Atlantic City properties),
Punum Mathur, became involved in ASHRAE issues only
after Mayada introduced her to the subject a few years
ago. The result is that IAQ has become a very high priority
in the [gambling] industry. Punum chairs the legislative
committee of the American Gaming Association (AGA).
(AGA accepts ex-officio members and PM could join.)43
These efforts succeeded. According to Gross, Floyd felt that
the gambling industry was in need of ‘‘strategic, candid
advice’’ and the time was right for PM to be ‘‘quietly
proactive on IAQ design and technical issues’’ and to educate
the gambling industry on indoor air quality.43
PM worked with the gambling industry through the
Hospitality Coalition on Indoor Air Quality (HCIAQ),
proposed by Black, Kelly, Scruggs & Healey, a BursonMarstellar Company.44 45 On 22 November 1999, the proposed
name, draft mission statement, and goals for the HCIAQ were
sent to Culley from Black, Kelly Scruggs.44 The mission
statement was:
The Indoor Air Quality Coalition is a partnership of labor,
management, and business designed to present a unified
voice in the marketplace and in the regulatory forums on
issues that affect the hospitality workplace with regard to
indoor air quality. Together we will seek solutions that
promote vitality in the hospitality industry, maximize the
industry’s economic well-being and assure a comfortable
environment for workers and patrons.44
A little over two months later, on 31 January 2000, Culley
wrote to Steve Grover, co-chair of HCIAQ and National
Restaurant Association vice president of health and safety
regulatory affairs, explaining that PM was contributing
$250 000 to the HCIAQ.46 However, PM did not take credit
for this support. Regarding the Restaurant Association Trade
Show for 2001, Burson-Marstellar explained to Culley: ‘‘I can
tell you that we have to remember that there are 13 different
organizations involved with HCIAQ, and while PM is a
significant funder of the coalition, sometimes I think ‘less is
more’ when it comes to ‘out front’ PM involvement.’’47
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3

Publicly acknowledged members

September 2000
113
meeting

3

3
3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

June 2003
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

50

December 2003

51

3
3
3
3
3

3

3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

A March 2001 report of HCIAQ highlights documents that
the coalition had ‘‘Broadened the original membership of the
coalition to now include representatives from the gaming
industry’’ and explained that HCIAQ was ‘‘taking the lead to
present at ASHRAE conference and explain hospitality point
of view’’.48 While PM was listed as a member of the HCIAQ
when it was first launched (table 2)49 and as late as June
2003,50 by December 2003, PM’s name no longer appeared.51
The AGA, the Nevada Resort Association, and the National
Restaurant Association, as well as other tobacco industry
allies, remained publicly listed as members.51
ASHRAE standard 62: mobilising the gambling
industry
ASHRAE is an international organisation that develops,
through committees, standards for heating, ventilation,
refrigeration, and air conditioning. The tobacco industry
has aggressively lobbied ASHRAE to see that its indoor air
standard, Standard 62, continues to be consistent with
smoking.9 At ASHRAE, the debate regarding ventilation
standards and secondhand smoke has historically involved
two camps. The tobacco industry and its allies support the
development of standards based on ‘‘comfort’’ that specify
ventilation levels related to the amount of smoking.
Health advocates note that no economically feasible level
of ventilation can control the health dangers associated
with secondhand smoke and advocate ‘‘source control’’,
which leads to standards based on the assumption of no
smoking.
Elia Sterling is an ASHRAE member and president of
Theodore Sterling Associates Ltd, a Canadian firm (founded
by Elia’s father, Theodore) whose financial ties to the tobacco
industry date back as far as 1973.10 52 In 1983 ASHRAE, to the
delight of RJR,53 appointed Sterling a consulting/non-voting
member of the Standard 62 Committee to review the then
current Standard 62–1981.54 By September 1988, the committee had revised the standard so that it assumed a
‘‘moderate amount of smoking’’ and in 1989 the standard
was approved by the ASHRAE board of directors as Standard
62–1989.9 In 1993, Sterling was appointed as liaison between
the Standard 62 Committee and an ASHRAE technical
committee on building commissioning (the start up process
for new buildings). As liaison, Sterling continued to have a
formal involvement with Standard 62 and in 1994 was a
voting member of the Standard 62 Committee.55 Historically,
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Table 2 Hospitality Coalition on Indoor Air Quality (HCIAQ): broadening the coalition to include gambling (1999–2000). PM
is no longer acknowledging membership (2003)

Tobacco and gambling industries work against smoke-free policies

What this paper adds
Previous studies have demonstrated the tobacco industry’s
worldwide programme to co-opt the hospitality industry to
fight against smoke-free environments, as well as the tobacco
industry’s efforts to promote ventilation as a ‘‘solution’’ to
secondhand smoke. This paper demonstrates that the
tobacco industry had a sophisticated and successful plan to
incorporate the gambling industry into these efforts. With the
continued proliferation of legalised gambling, public health
advocates, decision makers, and the public need to understand the relationship between the tobacco and gambling
industries. Gambling industry efforts to establish ventilation
standards that include smoking for the hospitality industry
and their opposition to smoke-free environments in general
have been directed by the tobacco industry.

62. By the beginning of 2002, ASHRAE noted that ‘‘future
addenda will eliminate this ‘inconsistency’ by providing
separate guidance on determining the ventilation rates for
these spaces (and other spaces) where smoking is permitted
in them’’.69 In the meantime, representatives of the gambling
industry with ties to PM worked to promote a standard that
was consistent with smoking in casinos. At the ASHRAE
Atlantic City meeting in January 2002, a seminar titled
‘‘Casino ventilation – keeping gamblers comfortable’’57
included four presentations from four different engineers,
including Sterling, that had all had previous connections to
PM (table 1). No one with a health perspective was invited to
participate.
Perhaps because of growing resistance to include smoking
in Standard 62, in 2003 the AGA, in coordination with
tobacco industry allies, the National Restaurant Association,
the Nevada Resort Association,70 and the Hotel Association of
Canada,4 71 sought support from ASHRAE membership to
petition ASHRAE to require development of a separate
standard for facilities in the hospitality industry.72 A
publication from the AGA explains that at the June 2003
ASHRAE meeting ‘‘Gaming industry representatives outnumbered all other groups, including anti-smoking organizations attending the forum [What’s needed in an ETS design
guide?]’’ in order to deliver comments that would influence
the ASHRAE board of directors in their development of a
stand alone publication on ETS design issues.73 Another AGA
publication regarding ASHRAE explains that ‘‘A hospitality
coalition for indoor air quality (IAQ)’’ has funded a study
conducted by Elia Sterling examining the impact of ventilation systems on the air quality of a modern casino and is
funding a new study, to be conducted by Sterling to update
those results.74 Consistent with the tobacco industry’s
strategy to stay behind the scenes, their allies have taken
the lead presenting the tobacco industry’s position at
ASHRAE, encouraging the creation of a special committee
that would develop ventilation standards specifically for the
hospitality industry. As of December 2003, the AGA was
nearing its goal of collecting enough signatures to petition
ASHRAE.74

DISCUSSION
Because of its lack of credibility and poor public image, the
tobacco industry works behind the scenes through front
groups and public relations firms in order to protect its
market and promote policy positions favourable to the
industry.2–4 75–80 Tobacco industry strategies to mobilise the
gambling industry to oppose smoke-free environments are
consistent with their efforts to co-opt and manipulate the
hospitality industry.4 80 The tobacco industry has a history of
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Sterling played a key role pressing for standards that allow
smoking.9
After 1994, following a suggestion by tobacco industry
lawyers, Sterling and Associates moved their focus away from
attacking the science on secondhand smoke and towards
indoor air quality (IAQ).10 As of December 2003, Sterling was
serving as technical advisor to the AGA on indoor air quality56
and was participating in ASHRAE to promote the position
that ventilation standards for casinos should be based on
continued smoking.57
At the 1996 ASHRAE winter meeting, the Standard 62
Committee submitted a draft update of Standard 62 based on
source control to ASHRAE members and the public for
review. In response, the tobacco industry launched a
campaign against source control that generated over 900
public comments against the proposed standard.9 As part of
their campaign, PM gave a presentation to the AGA on 29
October 1996 that included over 25 high level gambling
executives.58 59 PM claimed that the standard would ‘‘not
provide for acceptable indoor air quality where smoking
occurs’’, would make the ‘‘owner and designer responsible
for health of occupants’’, and would ‘‘create a liability for
building owners and operators’’.60 PM encouraged the
gambling industry to ‘‘demand a seat at the table during
standards development’’ and provided instructions on how to
submit public comment to ASHRAE.60 Logue reported to her
PM co-workers that the presentation had been ‘‘very well
received and resulted in very good initiative by the AGA in
submission of comments on ASHRAE Standard 62R’’.61
Similarly, a PM briefing book on the public review draft of
Standard 62 given to its allies in the hospitality industry
included a section on the alleged impacts the new standard
would have on casino owners and operators and suggested a
‘‘basis for comment’’. It included six different templates of
‘‘sample [ASHRAE] comments for casinos’’.62 Comments
submitted by tobacco industry consultants and allies in the
hospitality industry suggested rewording the standard so that
IAQ for areas where smoking was permitted was defined by
‘‘comfort’’ rather than health.9 In 1997, the Standard 62
Committee started to review the comments. However, in July,
on a motion by tobacco industry consultant Milton Meckler,
the ASHRAE board of directors rejected the Standard 62
Committee’s recommendation for a health based source
control standard and instead put Standard 62 under
‘‘continuous maintenance’’.9 Logue described this as a ‘‘major
victory for us [PM]’’63 because it created a situation in which
the tobacco industry—and its allies in the gambling
industry—could press continuously for changes that served
their interests.
In 1997 and 1998 PM WRA used a consultant to help the
gambling industry submit comments to ASHRAE. The PM
WRA 1998 budget included $50 000 for Susan Floyd,64 who
worked on IAQ standards with PM corporate affairs and the
‘‘Casino Association’’ to submit comments to ASHRAE65
In addition to Floyd, Elia Sterling may have played a role
connecting tobacco and gambling interests at ASHRAE. In
1998 and 1999, as technical committee liaison, Sterling was a
voting member of the Standard 62 Committee.66 67 In April
1999, handwritten notes in a PM file titled ‘‘ASHRAE
Attorney Notes’’ explain that the AGA, while becoming more
involved with ASHRAE, was frustrated by the HCIAQ and
was suspicious of the restaurant and hotel associations. A
question in the notes asks whether or not gambling should
meet with PM ‘‘off line’’, with Elia Sterling’s name
mentioned and circled in this context.68 Despite the efforts
of the tobacco industry and their allies, in 1999 ASHRAE
published Standard 62–1999, which assumed no smoking.9
Due to an editorial oversight, smoking lounges, bars,
cocktail lounges, and casinos were still left out of Standard
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Despite opposition from a coalition of public health groups,86
the bill passed through the legislature in just 22 days. On 23
April 2003, 11 days after passing through the legislature and
33 days after being introduced, the governor signed it into
law.87 Since gambling licences are easily issued (20 544 video
gambling machine permits were issued in fiscal year 200388)
and the businesses need not actually have gambling, the state
essentially implemented the tobacco industry’s goal of state
pre-emption75 89 by allowing a restaurant or bar to simply buy
a single $200 gambling licence which permitted them to
continue smoking.
While the tobacco industry has utilised gambling connections successfully in Montana and Nevada, similar connections in Delaware90 91 have not prevented smoke-free
gambling facilities.92 Since the tobacco and gambling alliance
is relatively new in the USA, it is too early to tell whether or
not the tobacco industry’s efforts will be generally successful
or not. In a similar manner to its efforts in the USA,
beginning in at least 1993, the tobacco industry funded the
Australian Hotels Association (AHA), a high profile lobby
group with strong ties to the tobacco industry, which has
played an active role voicing opposition of smoke-free
workplaces.93 (In Australia, bars and taverns are known as
‘‘hotels’’ and, depending on the gambling regulations set by
individual provinces, hotels are permitted to operate electronic gambling machines.) In 2001, the tobacco industry
financed the AHA in Tasmania to oppose smoke-free
legislation through surveys, promotional videos, and information packets for members of the Parliament.93 While, by
2003, most workplaces in Tasmania were smoke-free by law,
an exemption for gaming facilities states that smoking is
permitted in all indoor gambling areas, unless food other
than confectionery or snacks is available or consumed.94

Limitations
The proliferation of gambling in the USA has come mostly
around the same time or after the 1998 legal settlements that
made tobacco industry documents public information. As a
result, tobacco industry executives have been aware after
1998 that their documents would be available to the public
and may have become more circumspect in what they wrote
down in their internal communications. Thus, evidence in
tobacco industry documents of direct tobacco industry
involvement in policy change and activities through the
gambling industry after this time may be less detailed and
concrete.
Conclusion
Worldwide tobacco industry strategies to avoid smoke-free
gambling facilities are consistent with the industry’s past
efforts co-opting the hospitality industry to fight against
smoke-free environments. Alliances with the gambling
industry simply represent the newest in a long string of
efforts by the tobacco industry to mobilise third parties to
support its interests. The expansion of legalised gambling in
the USA—as of August 2003, 30 US states had gambling
devices including video lottery terminals and 24 states had at
least one casino95—and in many countries throughout the
world represents new opportunities for the tobacco industry
to mobilise existing allies, create new ally groups, and to
continue to fight their policy battles against smoke-free
environments from behind the scenes.
The implementation of tobacco industry strategies has
been successful in collaboration with the gambling industry
for three main reasons. First, unlike many in the hospitality
industry10 the gambling industry has already invested in the
construction of expensive ventilation systems as a solution to
secondhand smoke. Second, claims by the tobacco and
gambling industries that smoke-free environments hurt
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financing (directly or indirectly) economic impact studies
claiming that smoke-free environments have a severe
negative impact on the hospitality industry,8 32 80 and have
worked to promote ventilation as the solution to secondhand
smoke for the hospitality industry.10 By secretly organising an
economic impact study that promoted the assertion that
smoking restrictions would have a negative economic impact
on Nevada casinos and by working to organise and promote
ventilation in casinos, the tobacco industry has created
additional third party allies who accept the assertion that it is
in their best interest to ‘‘accommodate’’4 smokers and nonsmokers and that ventilation is the solution to the secondhand smoke.
At least in the USA, as the tobacco industry’s claims that
smoke-free policies would adversely affect restaurants and
bars have lost credibility,4 32 so the gambling industry has
become increasingly important in championing the tobacco
industry’s agenda of promoting ventilation. In particular, as
ASHRAE Standard 62 has evolved to be based on the
assumption of non-smoking,9 the tobacco industry has relied
more heavily on the gambling industry to press for ventilation standards that permit smoking. (Elia Sterling, whose
firm has long time ties to the tobacco industry, now
represents gambling interests in this process.) Consistent to
previous tobacco industry strategies to form ‘‘independent’’
organisations to influence independent research,77 81 PM has
worked behind the scenes in the USA to form the HCIAQ51 to
mobilise the AGA and other allies in the gambling and
hospitality industries to become involved in separating the
hospitality industry from smoke-free ventilation standards.
By late 2003, unable to derail Standard 62, the AGA, the
National Restaurant Association, the Nevada Resort
Association, and the Hotel Association of Canada—all
tobacco industry allies—were pressing ASHRAE for a
separate indoor air ventilation standard for the hospitality
industry.
The tobacco industry’s links to the gambling industry are
not limited to working with national associations representing the American casino industry, nor are they limited to the
USA. For example, allies of the tobacco industry with
interests in video gambling machines secured state legislation
pre-empting local communities in Montana from implementing smoke-free policies. On 4 June 2002, Helena, the state
capital of Montana, implemented a citywide smoke-free
ordinance that included all workplaces, restaurants, bars, and
casinos.82 However, the ordinance was suspended after the
operators of the Montana Nugget Casino convinced a court
that the municipal infraction language written into the
ordinance was unconstitutional because it did not allow for a
jury trial.83
While the city was appealing this verdict, bar, tavern, and
casino operators opposing the ordinance successfully lobbied
for passage of a revenue bill, which did not have to go
through a Health or Human Service Committee, that preempted local tobacco control by imposing an annual permit
surcharge fee of $200 for each gambling machine permit. In
addition, the bill exempted ‘‘establishments that have
permitted video gambling machines on the premises from
local government ordinances on smoking that are more
restrictive than state laws on smoking’’.84
Consistent with its strategies to prevent local control from
behind the scenes,2 3 76 the tobacco industry itself did not
publicly lobby for the bill. However, the primary lobbyist for
the bill was Mark Staples85 representing the Montana Tavern
Association, an association that has had continuous financial
ties with the tobacco industry since at least 1995 (table 1).
Staples testified, without presenting any specific supporting
data, that in Helena ‘‘the economic fall-out [of the smokefree ordinance] was swift and it was deep and serious’’.85
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gambling revenue, except for bingo, have not been discredited.96 Finally, consistent with its strategies to influence
policy formation at the state level and worldwide, the tobacco
industry has used its connections with the gambling industry
to wield its power from behind the scenes. Tobacco control
advocates need to be aware of these connections and work to
expose them to the public and public policy makers.
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